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GET 
READY! Now you have a decision to make. 

You either go back the way you came 

or you decide to do the round walk for 

school pupils.

The round walk leads directly back to 

activity station 6, the Hammock Forest. 

The pictures show you what you can 

expect on this round walk.

The three activity stations are designed in 

such a way that you can play against each 

other.

So let the matches begin!

Concept, implementation & layout: www.pronatour.at
 

Abbildungen: © Homag 

Length of route: The round walk for school pupils is about 400 metres longer than  

the other way back would be.

Trail conditions: In damp weather, the trail can be slippery and muddy. We definitely recommend sturdy 

shoes. In theory, this alternative return route can be taken by all age groups. For prams or people with 

challenged mobility, this section of the route is only partly suitable, however.

Swift like the SAND LIZARD!

Busy like the SQUIRREL!

Sensitive like the WASP SPIDER!

The DREIECKERTE STOAN (“TRIANGULAR 
STONE”) originally marked the boundary of three 

cadastral communes. Since around 1780 it pointed out the 

routes to the villages Magersdorf, Raschala and Gaisberg. 

Gaisberg is a woodland enclave which at one time was a 

part of Oberhollabrunn municipality. 
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  Welcome
1   Rich in species and diverse
2   Trees of the forest
3   The kingdom of mushrooms
4   On six legs
5   The orchestra of the forest
6   Searching for traces
7   Accumulation and erosion
8   The carpenters of the forest
9   Graceful gliding
10   Flying goblins

11   Welcome to the Koliskowarte observation point
   Get ready!/Location
12   Climb like a sand lizard
13   Feel like a wasp spider 
14   Busy like a squirrel
15   Masters of deception
16   On their travels
17   The forest as an air freshener
18   Live deadwood
   Hope to see you again soon

Round walk for  
school pupils

Forest adventure trail

The adventure trail is a pilot investment of the VISIO 
project. It is realised within the framework of the 
INTERREG V-A, SK-AT programme and co-financed by ERDF.
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